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This is (B)SM!



~1y ago: different topic, similar issues
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Content
• What and how are we searching for BSM?

– What and how will the searches evolve?

• SUSY searches and extrapolation systematics
– Top modeling and parton shower uncertainties

• The Higgs case: precision vs sensitivity
– Tails, fixed order calculations and boosted regions

• The V+jets ratio case: SM background for DM searches
– QCD and EWK systematics, including correlations!

• More than limits

• PDF for BSM and photon induced processes
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The “problem” (I)
• Many experimental talks on BSM start more or less like this

– Difficult to reconcile phase space to search for, model independency and interpretation of a new signal

4R. Sekhar Chivukula



The “problem” (II)
• Many theory talks on BSM start more or less like this

– Difficult to reconcile phase space to search for, model independency and interpretation of a new signal
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Back to basics: 
what (and how)

are we searching for BSM?
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Probing Physics Beyond the Standard Model with Precision

• Why are we here?

• The “Optimistic” approach didn’t work out as hoped
– Run the machine, collect data, something will pop-up

– At the beginning of the LHC, mostly “Reference Analyses” used

• Theory-independent, simply defined by final state

• Quick turnaround with higher statistics and/or higher energy
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Search lifetime
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Are we looking everywhere?
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Lesya Shchutska



Probing Physics Beyond the Standard Model with Precision

• Life changed after the the first year of LHC Run2

– No sign of BSM, even with large jump in energy

• We will not experience another such a jump (8→13 TeV) for 
some time…

• Low hanging fruits are basically over…

– Search for spectacular, experimentally difficult 
signatures

•  Perfect excuse to avoid the need for better theory

– Squeeze every bit of the available (and future) data
• Plethora of theories with “unusual” and “difficult” signatures

• Start to investigate more and more extreme phase spaces

• Need to fight with overwhelming SM backgrounds
– Need very precise knowledge of SM processes
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Besides Bumps
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CMS-PAS-EXO-16-046



In one word: mostly extremes
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We are here



Seeking for precision?
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Oliver Stelzer-Chilton, HEP18

SUSY Searches  and extrapolation systematics 

NO

SUSY? 

;-)



Often final states are (very) complicated 

17Christian Pena, HEP18



Many dimensions to keep under control
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Meaningful & Harmonized syst
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Extrapolation syst and top modelling
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Jay Howarth, CMS+ATLAS MC workshop ‘17



Extrapolation syst and top modelling
• Why to care about tunes?

– Because it affects the high pT regime too… 

– For instance by changing Pythia’s as
ISR to 

match the number of jets distribution in data

– This impacts ALL other processes, like DY
• Some things we understand, some else we don’t 

(can’t) yet
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22Emanuele Re, LH17

Scales: the root of all evil ;-)



The Higgs case: 
precision vs sensitivity
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Most important 
message 

for the next 20y 
of Higgs physics

M. Mangano HC16



When in trouble, go differential…
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Higgs @ large pT and the use of k-factors
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• K-factors often taken from publications
• Computed in different phase spaces



NNLO predictions: the MATRIX example
• Ambitious program to serve many use-cases
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A word on boosted techniques
• Add a slide on boosted Hbb
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• Add a slide on boosted Hbb
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Oliver Stelzer-Chilton, HEP18



SM background in Monojet/MET+jets
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Determine V+jets backgrounds
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QCD uncertainties
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About V+jets and scales…
• Back in Les Houches 2015

– Suggestions on what to correlate for W mass…
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Experimental closure tests
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Conclusions on V+jets rations and DM
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What else?
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PDF fits require a lot of data (and predictions!)
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M. Ubiali, DIS 2017
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Photon PDF and BSM
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Aren’t we forgetting anything?
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Biasing/binning
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Most of systematics (ME+PS)
now dealt with through
weights! But it takes time 
to educate the community…



Data  Theory link
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More Than Limits
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More Than Limits
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More Than Limits
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More Than Limits
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experimental collaborations?



Concluding remarks
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My worst nightmare
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“ […] benefit from a bit more transparency in the elucidation of the actual underlying dynamics, 
e.g. seeing data vs MC comparisons for more intuitive observables […] ”

Theorists’ worst nightmare: discriminators
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(Very) Provocative question

• How much advancement in QCD would have been possible if:
– At least 50% of the work to produce O(500+) papers to justify (a 

posteriori) the diphoton excess at 750 GeV would have focused instead 
on INCREASING THE PRECISION of the SM BACKGROUND MODEL ? 

• Of course, a lot of arguments apply (including sociological ones)
– But we need to ask ourselves these questions

– And find a way to reward, job-wise, “precise and boring” calculations 
more (better, other) than only newer and newer models

– Otherwise, what are we discussing about? 56



Answer: likely 0

Writing quick paper to justify a new 
model is easy, to make a new SM 

calculation can take forever…
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Conclusions
• Continue working on SM measurements and predictions

– They will become useful for BSM searches
• Soon or later

– But they will

• While waiting for the big BSM fish…
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Backup
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SUSY searches
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Oliver Stelzer-Chilton, HEP18
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Oliver Stelzer-Chilton, HEP18
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EXOTIC/DM searches
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Even more complicated than that

84https://theory.slac.stanford.edu/our-research/simulations

• If you want (or need…) to go 
for precision, you can’t avoid 
the nitty gritty details…

• You have to pursue them all:
– PDF

– Hard scattering

• Fixed order

• Matched

• ISR

– Parton shower

– Hadronization

– Underlying Event

– Multi-parton interaction

https://theory.slac.stanford.edu/our-research/simulations
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Uncertainties and estimates
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M. Mangano HC16
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N3LO is (almost) the new NNLO, but NNLO+PS is not yet the new NLO+PS

M. Mangano HC16



EW uncertainties
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Mixed QCD-EWK uncertainties
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Prelude
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Combined uncertainties on V+jets ratios
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Thanks W mass!
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Thanks to the experience gained with
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